
S. No. Reference  Existing Clause Queries/Suggestion by Vendors Draft-Responses 

1 Bill of Materials Pg. No. 4
UPS with Battery (appropriate Backup 
as per technical/ functional 
specification)

Pls provide the load to be considered for the UPS. As it will vary junction wise i.e. 1 KVA/2KVA etc.
Load of each junction would vary, we 
request vendors to quote for both 1 and 2 
KVA

2 General Query Pls. let us know if any integration required with the existing system.
Yes, Integration with existing system is 
required

3 General Query Kindly provide the recording parameter to be considered for storage

Video  management  system  shall  
constitute  of  a  platform  which  shall  be  
designed  for  viewing, recording and 
replaying acquired video

4 General Query
Who will bare the cost of electricity meter and charges at each junction. Kindly confirm that if will be 
in the scope of client.

It is to be borne by the vendor and can be 
claimed from KSCCL

5 NMS Technical Specifications

In the  EOI, there is a missing of a section i.e. Network Management System / Enterprise 
Management System including IT Service Management / Helpdesk  , this is important because as 
NMS/EMS & Helpdesk is the only solution that gives end to end infrastructure visibility  into the 
project and is responsible for SLA measurements and audits, and therefore all the stakeholders must 
agree to the reports been generated from NMS/EMS.
Hence i would request you to include the section by keeping the clauses in the RFP.

NMS/EMS hardware is included in CCC 
BoM and NMS specifications are 
mentioned in the BOM shared, they will be 
included accordingly in RFP

6 Fixed Outdoor Camera Fixed Outdoor Camera Please clarify whether to consider Box camera with lens and Housing or Bullet camera. Bullet cameras preferred 

7 Fixed Outdoor Camera

Multiple Streams - Minimum Dual 
streaming with 2nd stream at minimum 
720P at 25fps at H.265 or better 
individually configurable

Multiple Streams - Minimum Triple streaming with 2nd stream at minimum 720P at 25fps at H.265 or 
better individually configurable.
As per current market standard, minimum 3 streams are available with all OEMs and hence increase 
system flexibiltity at no extra cost. 

EOI clause prevails

8 Fixed Outdoor Camera
Internal Illuminator with visibility should 
be at least 50 Meter or better

Internal Illuminator with visibility should be at least 30 Meter or better. 

Small lens will capture very less details at 50 meters as the focal lenth is lesser, IR covergae asked 
in tender is not in sync with Lens requirement, and hence request you to accept IR - 30 mttrs 
coverage.

EOI clause prevails

9 Fixed Outdoor Camera
21 - Security - Password Protection, IP 
Address filtering, User Access Log, 
HTTPS encryption

21 - Security - Password Protection, IP Address filtering, User Access Log, HTTPS encryption, 
Cybersecurity IOT based protection.
Cyber secrutiy is the one of the biggest threat for City wide surveillance network, As the camera 
nodes are in open and exposed to public, hence protecting the device itself and the network with 
Cyber crimes is must and hence is important feature.

EOI clause prevails

10 Fixed Outdoor Camera
Operating conditions - -20 to +60 
degree C

Operating conditions - 0 to +50 degree C 
We request to accept the asked change to allow more OEMs to participate to increase fair 
competition in tender. Change of temperature range does not impact overall functionality. 

EOI clause prevails

11 Fixed Outdoor Camera
26 - Humidity - Humidity 10–95% RH 
(condensing)

26 - Humidity - Humidity 10–90% RH (condensing)
We request to accept the asked change to allow more OEMs to participate to increase fair 
competition in tender. Change of Humidity range does not impact overall functionality. 

EOI clause prevails

12 Fixed Outdoor Camera
Casing - NEMA 4X / IP-66 rated & IK 
08 or higher

We request you to consider IK10 as standard for Impact resistance. This parameter is available 
acorss the camera OEMs and this change increases physical strength of camera body without any 
additional cost.

It is mentioned as IK 8 or higher, hence 
EOI clause prevails

13 PTZ Outdoor Camera

PTZ - Pan 360º endless/continuous , 
Pan Speed : 200º/s, Tilt preset Speed 
as 160º/s, 30x optical zoom or better 
10x digital zoom min. 200 Preset 
position

Request to please increase the range as below.
PTZ - Pan 360º endless/continuous , Pan Speed : 300º/s, Tilt preset Speed as 300º/s
 
There are 2 types of PTZ avalable in market, belt driven and gear driven. Belt driven PTZ units are 
slower and is fragile in nature where as Gear based PTZ units are faster adn sugged. hence when 
the speed is more, it is assured the camera will be gear driven. 

EOI clause prevails 



14 PTZ Outdoor Camera
15 - Security - Password Protection, IP 
Address filtering, User Access Log, 
HTTPS encryption

15 - Security - Password Protection, IP Address filtering, User Access Log, HTTPS encryption
Cyber secrutiy is the one of the biggest threat for City wide surveillance network, As the camera 
nodes are in open and exposed to public, hence protecting the device itself and the network with 
Cyber crimes is must and hence is important feature.

EOI clause prevails

15 PTZ Outdoor Camera
19 - Operating conditions - (-)20 to +60 
degree C

Operating conditions - 0 to +50 degree C 
We request to accept the asked change to allow more OEMs to participate to increase fair 
competition in tender. Change of temperature range does not impact overall functionality. 

Operating conditions mentioned in EOI is 
better and will increase a fair competition

16

All CCTV Cameras, Video Management System, Video Analytics Solution/Software and any 
video/image processing solution within overall project offering should be ONVIF Core Specification 
‘2.X’ or ‘S’ compliant and provide support for ONVIF profiles such as Streaming, Storage, Recording, 
Playback etc. Camera OEM must be full time member of ONVIF and sould not be blacklisted by 
ONVIF. 

Please refer to EOI technical specification, 
ONVIF is included in Cameras and VMS

17
The camera manufacturer must have its own R&D and manufacturing setup and products shall not 
be ODM from other vendor. OEM to submit declaration from HQ

EOI clause prevails

18
Products from OEMs having its origin / place of incorporation as China / People's Republic of China / 
PRC are not allowed to participate. SIs are not allowed to propose any products/ equipment/ 
items/solutions from any such OEMs; the same shall be liable for rejection of bid)

Make in India clauses are referred in EOI

19

All the proposed active components / devices and smart solutions, pertaining to Networking, Server 
Room / DC, Cameras, Surveillance & Traffic, should not be manufactured in China /People's 
Republic of China / PRC and should not be manufactured / assembled / ODM / OEM using Chinese 
product at any other country

Make in India clauses are referred in EOI

20 POE Switch

SNMP V1.V2.V3, Web GUI, CLI, IPv6 
management feature on open 
standards, IEEE802.1ag, TDM or 
equivalent standards

Why “TDM or equivalent” is required in the industrial grade field switches. TDM is an integral part of 
voice solutions. And will be required for creating PRI trunks. Which is not related to switching 
requirements.  Request to clarify and delete the same.

Considered. TDM to be removed from the 
line item

21
Data Center Switch 
(Manageable)

Switch type --> Layer 3 Request to mention the Layer 3 protocols to be supported Will be considered in RFP

22 Data Center Switch Switch type --> Layer 3 Request to mention the Layer 3 protocols to be supported Will be considered in RFP



23 BOM Analytics License for 75 channels

In the BOM you have mentioned 75 channels of VA, but specifications are not available in the RFP. 
KIndly find the below use cases of smart cities and let us know your thoughts on it. So that we can 
able to provide complete specifications of VA, FRS.
1.Loitering detection
2. Person collapsing
3. Person climbing the barricade
4. Detection and Recognize the pattern of demonstration and conflicts in the crowd 
5. Person/Face recognition
6. Detection and classification of human, animal and vehicle
7. Gesture recognition: Identification through gesture changealarm in a high traffic area when a 
person or object moves in a specified direction
8. Parking violation 
9. Behavioral Biometry: Identification through multiple behavior
10.Speeding vehicle 
11.Accident detection 
12.‘Vehicle of interest’ tracking by color, speed, number plate 
13.Helmet detection on two-wheeler 
14.Unwanted/ banned vehicle detection 
15.Wrong way or illegal turn detection 
16.Debris and Garbage detection 
17.Garbage bin, cleaned or not 
18.Identification of Garbage carrying tractor trailers which are not closed/covered as per municipal 
standard 
19.Litter detection 
20.Tracking of garbage truck movement and Quantity of garbage dumped at dumpsite 
21.Garbage Truck detector needs to be integrated with ANPR for tracking
22.Intrusion Detection – Detect intrusion 
23.Graffiti and Vandalism detection, Defacing/Destroying the public property and street furniture 
24.People tracking 

We would like to obtain an approx and 
mean cost of top 3 use cases only, same 
use case can be availed at multiple 
locations

24 Internet Router / Speed
As per requirement, to cater to entire 
bandwidth requirement of the project.

Request to please amend to "Router should have a bandwidth capacity equal to total interface 
quoted x 2 (Full Duplex) and forwarding rate of total interface quoted x 1.48Mpps"

Current ask is for minimum 2 x 10G ports. Corresponding to this Router should have a minimum  
bandwidth capacity of 20G x 2 (Full Duplex) = 40Gbps and a minimum forwarding rate of 20 x 
1.48Mpps = 29.6Mpps

EOI clause prevails

25
Data Center Switch 
(Manageable)

Dynamic Trunking protocol or 
equivalent

Request to please change to "Dynamic Trunking protocol / 802.1q or equivalent"

Dynamic Trunking Protocol is a vendor specific protocol and does not have an equivalent protocol 
for VLAN trunk negotiation. 802.1q is the open standard protocol for VLAN trunking.

Will be considered in RFP

26
Data Center Switch 
(Manageable)

Dynamic Trunking protocol or 
equivalent

Request to please change to "Dynamic Trunking protocol / 802.1q or equivalent"

Dynamic Trunking Protocol is a vendor specific protocol and does not have an equivalent protocol 
for VLAN trunk negotiation. 802.1q is the open standard protocol for VLAN trunking.

Will be considered in RFP

27 Optical Fibre Cable General 1) In fiber optic cable - How many cores fiber required? Unitube or Multitube?  Details to be shared during RFP

28
UTP Copper Armoured 
Cable and Accessories

General
2) CAT6 UTP armored cable - We don't have UTP armored cable solution. We can give UTP / FTP / 
STP (these are shielded & not armored) cables.  

EOI clause prevails

29 Copper Patch Cords General 3) Copper patch cords - 1 / 2/ 3/ 5 mtr or bigger lengths required? Upto 15 meters

30 Copper Patch panels General 4) Copper patch panels - 24 or 48 port required? straight or Angular? EOI clause prevails

31 Fibre Patch Cords General 5) Fiber patch cords - LC/LC or SC/LC required? & exact lengths? 
It is to be a lumpsum quantity, details to be 
shared in RFP 



32 Fibre Patch panels General 6) Fiber patch panel - How many cores/ports required? SC or LC or MPO type? Details to be shared during RFP

33 General
7) If MPO solution required then quantity of number of server & Network racks? Total rows? Exact 
distance between Network & Server racks required to give MTP/MPO trunks solution? 

Details to be shared during RFP

34 BOM 42U Rack and KVM Switch 9) No. of Ports on the KVM Minimum 8 ports

35 BOM 42U Rack and KVM Switch 10) Display interfaces of the Devices to be connected to KVM 
Yes, Display interfaces of the Devices to 
be connected to KVM 

36 BOM 42U Rack and KVM Switch 11) IP or Non-IP KVM ? IP based

37 BOM 42U Rack and KVM Switch 12) For local operation of KVM, rackmount LCD Console is required? 
Display interfaces of the Devices to be 
connected to KVM 

38 BOM 42U Rack and KVM Switch 13) For Data Centre, suggest IP KVM and provide its benefits. 
Details to be shared during 
RFP/implementation

39 BOM 42U Rack and KVM Switch
14) What all the components required in 42U Rack I.e. Intelligent PDUs, Temperature Humidity 
Sensors, Smart Lock, etc. 

Details to be shared during RFP

40 QR Code New solution suggestion
here We are suggestion QR based solution and share the specs sepatately in a doc. 
Basically QR code will be given to public vehicles like auto, cabs, etcs,. It will be helpful for women, 
children safety while travelling in public transports.

This can come up as a separate project 
and not part of this project

41 VA & FRS General List of incidents needed to be manage as a standard SOP?
Details to be shared during 
RFP/implementation

42 VA & FRS General What are different rules driven by schedules and events?
Details to be shared during 
RFP/implementation

43 VA & FRS General
What are different categories of application uses and their roles (e.g.: administrative, user, operator, 
etc.)?

Manpower details to be shared with RFP

44 VA & FRS General What are different viewing modes? Details to be shared during RFP

45 VA & FRS General Number of sequence of events that will be stored for overview?
Details to be shared during 
RFP/implementation

46 VA & FRS General Number of alerts that will be stored for overview?
Details to be shared during 
RFP/implementation

47 VA & FRS General What are various search filter criteria?
Details to be shared during 
RFP/implementation

48 VA & FRS General
What are the different OS versions, hardware model and configuration of the mobile devices where 
the application has to be built and supported?

Standard will prevail

49 VA & FRS General What are the different events which need to be monitored continuously?
Details to be shared during 
RFP/implementation

50 VA & FRS General What are the difference maps and devices, please elaborate?
Details to be shared during 
RFP/implementation

51 VA & FRS General What are the different authorization, roles and its hierarchy?
Details to be shared during 
RFP/implementation

52 VA & FRS General What are the types and structure of the events that can originate from third parties?
Details to be shared during 
RFP/implementation

53 VA & FRS General How many interfaces internal and their-party external system anticipates?
Details to be shared during 
RFP/implementation

54 VA & FRS General Please provide information on the Event / Incident Mgmt. System (IMS)
It is expected that basic IMS to be 
provided along with VMS

55 VA & FRS General What are minimum standard to follow in order build the guidelines for the police?
During RFP/implementation stage, need to 
work in concurrence with department

56 VA & FRS General
Elaborate features and functionalities for User administration and System administration modules, 
other than standard?

Standard will prevail

57 VA & FRS General What are the internal and external authorization concepts to be use? Details to be shared during RFP

58 VA & FRS General What are the different types of reports and how many per type?
Details to be shared during 
RFP/implementation

Note : The network connectivity charges are to be quoted as connecitivity is under the scope of SI, connectivity to all locations and viewing center 


